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LOWER HYBRID WAVES FOR CURRENT DRIVE AND HEATING IN REACTORS*
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J. STEVENS,*

Fusion Engineering Design Center, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, P.O. Box 2009, Oak Ridge,
TN 37831, United States of Anerica

Lower hybrid (LK) waves are projected to be an important ingredient for current drive and
heating in steady-state operation of reactors, such as the International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER) or later power producing tokamaks. We have examined the required
frequency and spectrum for such applications and designed s system to meet the specifications.
He found that, to avoid damping of LH waves on alpha particles the frequency should be at least
6-8 GHz.1 At a typical volume average temperature of 14 keV, the LH rays penetrate about 30% of
the minor radius, or to about IS keV, when N| is chosen to maximize penetration and the spectral
width. ANj, is about 0.05 (full width at 0.5 of spectral peak).2 For use in low density current
ramp-up and transformer recharging, N| is dynamically controlled.

We have designed an LH system that satisfies requirements similar to those expected for ITER.
It provides a Brambilla array which can be tuned from Nj of 1.0 to 2.6. An analysis has been
performed to evaluate nuclear (1-2 Htf/m2), plasma radiation, and rf heating of the LH launcher.
We found that a 0.15 cm thick septum with edge cooling is feasible and does not experience
excessive thermal stress. Two modules of 32 apertures each give a sufficiently narrow spectrum
to meet the requirements. An array of 5 modules toroidally (160 apertures) and 8 modules
poloidally will launch 20 MU at an average power density of < 10 kV/cm* and a peak rf electric
field of 5 kV/cm, for optimum plasma and tuning conditions. A 4:1 power splitter is designed
into the launcher to reduce the number of external waveguides feeding the launcher to 320.
Additional power splitters allow 40 sources to drive the 320 waveguides. The waveguide array
can be moved radially to optimize placement in the edge plasma. Vacuum windows are located in
the larger feed waveguides at the port flange. Directional couplers and dc breaks are located
on the pressurized side of each window.

1. INTRODUCTION

The LH launcher described in this paper was

developed to Identify and evaluate critical

design issues for fusion reactor applications.

This is a point design based on parameters

similar to those that have been considered for

ITER. A conceptual design for a lower hybrid

current drive (LHCD) launcher has been

completed and analyzed with respect to plasma

coupling, thermal response to neutron and

thermal radiation from the plasma, and

disruption forces. For neutron wall loadings

of approximately 1 MW/m2 in a steady-state or

long-pulse machine, cooling of the launcher

becomes a critical factor. Lower frequency

systems will experience even higher disruption

forces and therma' stresses because the

launcher dimensions are larger. At a frequency

of 3.7 GHz, it would be necessary to provide

cooling passages within the septa that separate

the launcher apertures as well as at the top

and bottom of the apertures to avoid excessive

temperatures in the launcher for steady-state

operation.
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2. PHYSICS REQUIREMENTS

LH vaves are projected Co be an important

contributor Co current drive scenarios In

steady-state reactors containing a significant

nuaber of alpha particles, such as ITER or

later power producing tokaoaks. To avoid

diaping of LH naves on alpha particles, the

•ininua frequency should be in che range of 6-8

GH2.1 At a typical voluae average temperature

of 14 keV, che LH waves penetrate about 30% of

the Minor radius, or Co about 15 keV, when N|

is chosen Co maximize penetration and che

spectral width, &N| , is about 0.05 (full width

at 0.5 of peak).2 A frequency of 8 GHz and a

spectral peak at N| - 1.8 are chosen as a

design poinC. For the LH system to be useful

in low-density current raap-up and transformer

recharging, che spectrum should be dynamically

tunable over as wide a range of Nj as possible.

The widch, fiNj , of the spectrum should be as

narrow as possible, although 0.05 is considered

acceptable. The minimum, average, steady-state

neutron wall loading in experimental reactors

being considered is 1 HW/m2 and can range up to

3 MW/m2 for some designs being discussed for

ITER. Table 1 gives the basic machine

parameters upon which this design is based.

These parameters are similar co those which

have been considered for ITER.

TABLE 1
Machine Parameters for LHCD Point Design

Major Radius RQ (D) 57B
Minor Radius a (o) 2.0
Electron Density ne (m"

3) 0.7xlO20

Peak Electron Temperature Te (keV) 20
Plasma Scrapeoff Distance (a) 0.1
Plasma Current Ip (MA) 20
Toroidal Magnetic Field Bz (T) 5.1
Lower Hybrid Power Prf (MW) 20-30

3. LAUNCHER ELECTRICAL DESIGN

An overall view of the proposed LH launcher

array and associated power splitters is shown

in Fig. 1. The launcher uses internal power

FIGURE 1
Perspective view of LHCD launcher array, power
splitters and transmission line

splitters to reduce the number of waveguides

interfacing wich the launcher nodules. The

Internal power splitter couples a single feed

waveguide to four adjacent launcher ; pertures.*1

The 32 apertures in a launcher module are

driven by 8 waveguides external to the port.

Each group of four apertures can have its phase

varied dynamically with respect to adjacent

groups of apertures. Within each group of four

apertures is a fixed phase relationship chosen

to optimize the radiation spectrum. The fixed

phase difference is created by decreasing the

aperture height and thus changing the phase

velocity in that waveguide. A reduction in

waveguide height of 0.1 cm over a distance of

100 en is sufficient for a 90° phase shift.

The dimensions of the launcher apertures w»re

chosen Co minimize losses and maximize power

handling while still meeting the launched

spectrum requirements. At 8 GHz, the power

limit due to multipactor within the waveguide

will occur at approximately 10 kW/cm2 giving a

transmitted power per waveguide of 22 kW. The

power splitter design has the advantage that

reflected power from the plasma Is absorbed in

internal rf loads rather than being transmitted

back to the source or coupling into adjacent

waveguides. A matched impedance is presented



to the reflected wave as well, and no

perturbation of the radiation spectrum occurs.

A steady-state source of rf powei at 8 GHz will

be required that is able to deliver 500-1000

kU. Extrapolation of source technology from

pulsed to continuous operation in this

frequency and power range will be required to

meet the needs of this design.

4. LAUNCHER MECHANICAL DESIGN

The launcher configuration described here is

based on relatively email modules of 32

apertures in the toroidal direction and one

aperture in the poloidal direction. The

overall cross-sectional dimensions for a module

•re approximately 27 cm by 7 cm, including a 1-

cm-thick case around the module. A gap in the

toroidal direction of 10 ca between adjacent

modules is provided to allow for flanges and

bellows external to the port flange. This

pennies removal of an single module for repair

or replacement. Forty launcher modules are

arranged with 5 modules in the toroidal

direction and 8 modules in the poloidal

direction. Vacuum windows are required in the

waveguides as close to the launcher as possible

to allow for adequate pumping of the launcher

by the torus vacuum. The space between

launcher modules contains neutron shielding to

reduce the radiation incident on the vacuum

windows. Flexible waveguide sections on the rf

source side of the power splitters permit

radial movement of the entire launcher array.

Sliding waveguide sections would allow

individual module movement to optimize the

position of each module with respect to the

plasma. In Fig. 1, three stages of 2:1 power

splitters, similar to chose once proposed for

TFTift,4 are shown feeding the launcher array.

S. LAUNCHER COOLING ANALYSIS

The proposed launcher configuration was

evaluated with nominal rf, neutron, and plasma

radiation heat loads. Neutron wall loadings of

1 and 2 MW/m^ were assumed with thermal

radiation of 0.2 and 0.4 MW/m2, respectively.

The thermal component of radiation was assumed

Co be totally absorbed on incidence on the

front of the launcher. The launcher is coded

only at the tops and bottoms of the apertures.

The Incident heat flux causes a temperature

differential, and hence a thermal stress,

between the center and ends of the septurns.

This thermal stress places a limit on the

incident heat flux which the launcher can

tolerate without failure. A reasonable limit

on the temperature differential, to avoid over

stressing the septurns, is 100 °C. We found it

was not possible to cool the launcher either

inertially or with cold nitrogen gas for long-

pulse or steady-state operation. We further

concluded that the waveguide side walls within

the launcher did not require internal cooling

in a water-cooled 8 GHz design. Table 2 gives

some key temperatures at the launcher front and

at the coolant outputs.

TABLE 2
Key launcher temperatures for neutron flux
l e v e l s of 1.0 and 2 .0 MW/m2.

Temperatures (°K)

Location

Septum at Center
Septum at Ends
Coolant

At 1 MW/or

332
326

Overall Coolant Temperatures:
Inlet 293
Outlet 338

At 2 MW/n

402
372
359

293
380

6. DISRUPTION FORCES

A simple analytic estimate of the disruption

forces on an LH launcher module and on an

Individual septum were made with an assumed

plasma current decay rate of 1 MA/ras from an

initial plasma current of 20 MA. We found



chat, If the currents induced in Che vacuum

vessel walls are allowed to flow through the

launcher module it will not be possible to

design a sufficiently strong launcher. By

assuming Chat electrical isolation from the

vessel currents is possible, the currents

induced in the launcher are only those induced

by the changing magnetic flux through the

relatively snail loops foraed in the launcher

•odule. Table 3 lists the overall forces on a

single launcher module case and the forces on

one waveguide septum within the nodule.

TABLE 3
Disruption forces induced in the launcher
module case and waveguide septum.

Component Force [N (lb)]

Module Case:
Tz 1.6 x 105 N (35,000 lbs)
Fr 2.4 x 104 N (5,300 lbs)
Fo 2.4 x 105 N (53,000 lbs)

Waveguide Septum:
Fz 46.5 N (10.5 lbs)
Fr 0.15 N (0.034 lbs)
Fo 69.6 N (15.6 lbs)

7. TRANSMISSION LINE DESIGN

Flexible waveguide sections permit movement

of the overall launcher array, while sliding

waveguide sections permit Individual module

positions to be optimized. The 2:1 power

splitters are described in reference 3. Power

splitters external to the pore flange contain B

waveguides in the toroidal direction and split

the power pololdally into 16 waveguides. Power

splitters are fabricated in modules, as is also

proposed for the launcher, reducing the total

number of components and joints. Separation of

waveguide modules into individual waveguides is

not done until the number of waveguides has

been reduced, by the series of power splitters,

from 1280 to 40. Each of these 40 waveguides

is driven by an individual rf source (klystron

01 gyrotron). The vacuum windows separating

the pressurized waveguides from the machine

vacuum are located at the port flange, close to

the launcher. The location of the cyclotron

resonance does not restrict the choice of

window location, but adequate vacuum pumping of

the launcher requires the windows to be as

close as possible to the launcher. Directional

couplers at the Inputs to the launcher modules

are used to optimize launcher positions. RF

losses in the launcher and transmission line

for several frequencies are shown in Table 4.

The use of overmoded waveguides vill be highly

desirable for improved transmission efficiency.

TABLE 4
Waveguide and aperture dimensions and
efficiencies for a range of frequencies.

Frequency (GHz)

Wavelength, cm

Transmission Line
Height, cm
Width, cm
Efficiency, %

Height, cm
Width, cm
Efficiency, %*

7.5

(TEio
7.2
3.4
80

5.0 3.75

rectangular mode)
4.8
2.2
70

(Overmoded TE
14.4
6.8
93

9.5
4.4
88

3.5
1.6
56

10 mode):
7.0
3.2
81

3.0

2.9
1.3
45

5.7
2.5
74

Launcher
Height, cm
Width, cm
Efficiency, %*

rectangular mode):
7.3 4.8 3.5 2.9
1.4 .89 .63 .48
99.2 98.5 97.5 96.4

assuming a 2 n long launcher and 50 a long
transmission line.

8. PLASMA COUPLING ANALYSIS

A series of computer simulations was

completed to evaluate the performance of the

proposed launcher over a range of plasma

parameters.^ Plasma coupling efficiency for a

range of densities and density gradients at the

launcher are shown In F)' 2. The optimum

plasma parameters for tM* arriy were found to
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Launcher coupling efficiency vs plasma edge
density and density gradient.
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FIGURE 3
Spectrum of two launcher modules with a 10 cm
gap between the modules.

occur with a density of 3x10^ and a

density gradient of 3x10*^ cm'*1 at the

launcher. For this edge density, coupling was

relatively insensitive to the local density

gradient. Under these conditions, the

reflection from the plasma was 4.5 % of the

launched power. The radiated spectrum was

evaluated Co ascertain the effect of a toroidal

gap between adjacent launcher modules. The

toroidal gap between modules causes secondary

peaks in the spectrum as shown in Fig. 3.

Passive apertures have been added in the gap

space to reduce the secondary peaks.

9. SUMMARY

An LH launcher design at 8 GHz in a steady-

state reactor appears to be feasible. Water

cooling is essential for steady-state or even

long-pulse operation with neutron wall loadings

1 MW/m2. At frequencies above about 6 GHz,

the waveguide dimensions are small enough to

allow cooling of the waveguides at only the

tops and bottoms of the apertures without

internal cooling in the septa separating the

apertures. This simplifies the design and

improves the reliability of the launcher

module. Initial plasma coupling analyses

indicate that the coupling of the LH array to

the plasma is very sensitive to the position of

the launcher relative to the plasma and to the

plasma parameters at the edge.
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